Abstract

Two-sided exchange networks (such as eBay) often advertise their number of users, presumably to encourage further participation. However, these networks differ markedly on how they advertise their user base. Some highlight the number of sellers, some emphasize the number of buyers, and others disclose both. We use field experiment data from a business-to-business web site to examine the efficacy of these different display formats. Before each potential seller posted a listing, the web site randomized whether to display the number of buyers and/or sellers, and if so how many buyers and/or sellers to claim. We find that when information about both buyers and sellers is displayed, a large number of sellers deters further seller listings. However, this deterrence effect disappears when only the number of sellers is presented. Similarly, a large number of buyers is more likely to attract new listings when it is displayed together with the number of sellers. These results suggest the presence of indirect network externalities, whereby a seller prefers markets with many other sellers because they help attract more buyers.
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1 Introduction

Two-sided exchange networks have been a magnet for entrepreneurs, some having been able to expand at a furious pace. Transactions on eBay exploded from zero in 1995 to 340,000 auctions closing per day by 1999 (Lucking-Reiley, 2000). Match.com started from scratch in 1994 and as of 2009 boasts listings for over 12 million men and 8 million women. However, there are also many well-funded two-sided exchange networks that never gained traction. Chemdex.com pioneered the business-to-business (B2B) portal model for the chemical industry and raised $112.5 million through its initial public offering, but never accumulated enough clients to make a profit. Knowing how to grow network participation helps firms avoid costly flops in this high-stake game. In this paper we examine the extent to which two-sided network operators can grow their user base by advertising the size of the user base itself.

Many two-sided exchange web sites do try to encourage user participation by advertising their user base, but through markedly different formats. Table 1 presents the messages used by different web sites when attracting new listings. These web sites span a variety of categories, including medical equipment, restaurants, vacation rentals, and employment. One key observation is that these web sites differ in which side of the network to focus on. Some highlight the number of buyers, some emphasize the number of sellers, and some display information on both. For example, among the three online marketplaces for used medical equipment, Kitmondo.com highlights that it has ‘109,046 used equipment listings;’ MEDmarketplace.com advertises that ‘thousands of medical equipment buyers come daily;’ while Dotmed.com claims that it has ‘more than 100,000 registered users from countries around the world,’ and ‘more than 150,000 listings on any given day.’

It is not clear which of these formats is the most effective. For example, the claim that there are many sellers on the web site can be double-edged. On the one hand, the knowledge that there
are many other sellers may deter future sellers if they anticipate stiff competition. On the other hand, the presence of many peer sellers may signal that this is a successful exchange network which hosts a large number of buyers.

We study the effect of these different information release formats using data from a field experiment. The field experiment was conducted by a B2B web site that brings together sellers and buyers of various categories of goods and real estate properties. Before each potential seller decided whether to post a listing, the web site randomized whether to highlight the number of buyers and/or sellers and the exact number to state. We find that when the web site displays information on both the number of buyers and the number of sellers, the presence of a larger number of sellers reduces further listings. However, when the same number of sellers is highlighted on its own, future sellers are not deterred. Similarly, publicizing a large number of buyers on its own is not particularly effective at attracting sellers to the web site.

These results are consistent with the notion of ‘indirect network externalities’ from the two-sided networks literature (Bucklin and Sismeiro, 2003; Ellison and Ellison, 2005). The existence of many sellers is more likely to attract a heavier traffic of buyers who value a wide selection of sellers. The presence of this buyer traffic in turn attracts more sellers. Meanwhile, knowing that there are many buyers encourages future listings, especially when new sellers are assured that the existence of many buyers does not imply the presence of many sellers. These findings are also related to the retail co-location literature. Dudey (1990) and Wernerfelt (1994) show that competing retailers may choose to concentrate in the same shopping mall as a commitment not to raise prices to exploit consumers’ sunk costs of traveling. Iyer and Pazgal (2003) demonstrate that the gathering of competing sellers through ‘Internet Shopping Agents’ can mitigate price competition as a larger number of competitors decreases each seller’s chance of winning price-sensitive shoppers. Our results share a theme with this literature that sellers may prefer competition, although we focus on the role of competition as a signal of underlying demand.
Table 1: Different formats used to advertise the user base when attracting new users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Site Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Message</th>
<th># Sellers</th>
<th># Buyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitmondo.com</td>
<td>Medical Equipment</td>
<td>109,046 used equipment listings.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medmarketplace.com</td>
<td>Medical Equipment</td>
<td>Thousands of medical equipment buyers come to MEDmarketplace.com daily.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dotmed.com</td>
<td>Medical Equipment</td>
<td>More than 100,000 registered users from countries around the world. More than 150,000 listings on any given day.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foodler.com</td>
<td>Restaurant</td>
<td>Foodler works with thousands of restaurants.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campusfood.com</td>
<td>Restaurant</td>
<td>Access to millions of customers.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenTable.com</td>
<td>Restaurant</td>
<td>More than 10,000 restaurants have traded in their pen and paper for the OpenTable System and collectively seated more than 100 MILLION guests.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeaway.com</td>
<td>Vacation Rentals</td>
<td>5x more traffic than our nearest competitor with over 75 million traveler visits a year.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrbo.com</td>
<td>Vacation Rentals</td>
<td>More than 65 million traveler visits each year and has over 120,000 listings worldwide.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sfadclub.com</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Over the last 7 years, we've posted over 2500 jobs.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monster.com</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Over 1,300,000 job searches per month in your area!</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HudsonValleyHelpWanted.com</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>1,120 jobs posted, 171,207 registered job seekers.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To quantify the impact of using these various information display formats, we project the likely returns to the web site in terms of saved seller acquisition costs. We find that the most profitable format is not always the most informative one (which discloses information on both sides of the market). Instead, highlighting either seller-only information or buyer-only information is more effective, saving the firm a total of $27,992 and $32,245 respectively if implemented across the entire web site. Moreover, the efficacy of these display formats vary by category. In particular, when only seller information is displayed, there is a significant positive correlation between the number of new sellers acquired and buyers’ browsing time within a category, possibly because buyers’ need for comparison shopping strengthens indirect network effects.

These findings are timely because there is no research guiding how two-sided networks should advertise their user bases in practice. Conversations with marketing management of the web sites listed in Table 1 suggest that this important format choice is often left to the discretion of web site designers as an appearance element, rather than being deliberated over as a strategic marketing variable. For example, one web site for pharmaceutical buyers and sellers delegated that part of the web site design to their summer intern. Another web site hosting job seekers and employers told us that their ‘policy’ was an automated legacy from a web redesign nine years before, and consequently was perceived as being ‘out of [their] control.’ Our results show that what information to disclose to recruit new users to a web site is not a straightforward decision; choosing the wrong display format can hinder growth.

To our knowledge, this paper is the first investigation of how firms can use strategic information revelation as a marketing tool to build two-sided networks. There is a body of research on factors that affect network participation. For example, Fath and Sarvary (2003) find that one growth strategy for B2B exchanges is to subsidize buyers. Chen and Xie (2007) discover that the lack of customer loyalty can end up benefiting firms in the presence of cross-market network effects. Our findings contribute to this literature by showing that the almost costless display of the number of network users can be an effective growth tool if implemented appropriately.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the field experiment and presents the data. Section 3 presents the empirical estimation of the experimental effects. Section 4 projects the aggregate impact of pursuing each of the information display formats. Section 5 summarizes and discusses the findings.

2 Field Experiment and Data

2.1 Business Background and the Field Experiment

We use field experiment data from a B2B web site that in appearance resembles craigslist.org.\(^1\) The web site, which receives 240,000 clicks per day, provides a common platform for sellers of various types of goods and real estate properties to advertise these items in multiple specific categories, and for buyers to read the listings. The target customers are one-person businesses and small-time entrepreneurs. More than 40 major metropolitan areas are served, but there is little cross-geographical browsing (less than 3%, based on an analysis of the IP addresses in our sample). The web site draws revenues from banner advertisements on its main page; it does not charge sellers for using its listing service or buyers for browsing listings.

Although a fee is not charged, a seller must register and log in to an individual user account on the web site, and subsequently fill out a ‘listing form’ to be able to list an item for sale. Sellers will post a listing if their expected return from the listing exceeds the opportunity cost of time spent filling out the forms, any future time costs of monitoring transactions on this web site, and any switching costs (Fath and Sarvary, 2003). The seller attrition rate from starting a listing to submission is 16% prior to the experiment. The fact that there is significant attrition suggests that the costs of completing a listing are non-zero.\(^2\) Once submitted, the listings appear reverse

\(^1\)The web site’s name and location is protected due to confidentiality agreements.

\(^2\)If the total cost of listing were negligible, potential sellers would have posted a listing regardless of the experimental manipulation. In that case, the experiment can be seen as a conservative test of the information display formats.
chronologically on the web page. Buyers, on the other hand, can view listings without signing up for the web site.

As shown in Table 1, many web sites advertise the user base as a way to attract more users, but the format varies markedly. In response to this trend, the web site we study conducted a field experiment to investigate how disclosing the number of users on either side of the platform affects future seller listings. The web site randomly varied whether to display the number of sellers and/or buyers to each potential seller, and if so, how many sellers/buyers to state.3

The field experiment ran from November 29, 2006 to January 15, 2007 in the largest city market the web site serves. A total of 3,314 attempted listings across 15 categories were exposed to the experiment.4 ‘Rentals’ was the most popular category, with 837 attempted listings exposed to the experiment. ‘Fabric-Attire’ was the smallest category, with 32 attempted listings subject to the experiment.

The experimental treatment was implemented as follows. Immediately after choosing the product category he or she intended to list in, and before continuing on to the next web page to fill out the listing form, a potential seller was exposed to an ‘information page’. The text content displayed on the information page was randomly drawn from the following four treatment conditions:

1. ‘Presently, there are [#Sellers] listings and [#Buyers] users viewing these listings in the [category name] category of [city name].’
2. ‘Presently, there are [#Sellers] listings in the [category name] category of [city name].’
3. ‘Presently, there are [#Buyers] users viewing these listings in the [category name] category of [city name].’
4. (A blank page.)

The number of listings #Sellers and the number of buyers #Buyers were further randomly drawn

---

3The web site targeted its experiment towards sellers as opposed to buyers, as they hoped to eventually generate extra revenue from paid listings.

4We removed listings we judged to be automated or ‘spam.’ See the subsequent discussion for details.
for each potential seller. Individual-level randomization ensures that the correlation between listing propensities and \#Sellers or \#Buyers is not confounded with unobservable variables. Based on the long term web site traffic, both \#Sellers and \#Buyers were drawn from a uniform distribution between 1 and 200. Furthermore, by using the ambiguous word ‘presently’ that allows some vagueness as to the time frame in the web site’s original language, management intended to avoid deceiving customers through the randomization procedure.\footnote{Though we use ‘presently’ as the closest American English language approximation to the word that was actually used, the most accurate translation of the word used would be ‘in very recent times.’} We run a series of regressions to ensure that the web site implemented the randomization procedures correctly. Nonetheless we will cluster standard errors at the category level in model estimation, and include category, week, day, hour and number-of-visits fixed effects in our specifications to control for any departure from full randomness.

Prior to the launch of the field experiment, no information was displayed regarding the number of buyers. Meanwhile, the web site divides listings into multi-tiered categories, which obscures the actual number of sellers. Also, the categories we study are almost entirely for sellers with a single unit of a good for sale. These features maximize the chance that each potential seller receives one randomized information exposure. However, unlike lab experiments, a web-based field experiment may not strictly follow a pure between-subjects design, because it is infeasible to prevent users from returning to the web site at a later date or in a different category. A seller could potentially visit the site multiple times and see implausibly large shifts in the number of buyers or sellers highlighted. Therefore, we retain data on each seller’s first visit on each day but remove data for subsequent visits on the same day. In addition, we include controls in subsequent analyses to capture multiple visits by the same seller.

Finally, after being presented with the information page, a potential seller could either quit listing or proceed to the next page, fill out the listing form, and complete the listing process. Once the seller had submitted the listing form, their item appeared on the web site immediately.
do not have access to the listing content (such as prices) because of confidentiality concerns. It is plausible, however, that listing decisions already reflect the prospects for post-listing profits. We therefore focus on the effects of pre-listing perception of supply and demand induced by the experimental treatment.

2.2 Data

We use two datasets in our analysis: a click-stream dataset and a treatment dataset. Each entry in the click-stream data consists of a time stamp, the user’s IP address, a record of all web page requests, and an error code. This click-stream data allow us to determine whether a potential seller actually made a listing. We also use it to draw parallels with browsing behavior in Section 4.

The treatment dataset records the ‘information page’ that each potential seller was exposed to. Each entry in the treatment data contains an IP address, a time stamp, the product category the potential seller intended to list in, whether information on the number of buyers and/or sellers was displayed, and the actual number of buyers and/or sellers drawn if applicable. This treatment dataset spans all potential sellers, including those who decided not to continue listing after receiving the treatment information. Such data on sellers who opted out after having arrived at the web site help us circumvent the endogeneity problems surrounding seller-side network participation (Bradlow and Park, 2007).

We match the click-stream data and the treatment data using the IP address and the time stamp. We are unable to match 128 observations that contain errors, generally caused by time-outs or web-browser incompatibility. We exclude these 128 observations from our empirical analyses. Reassuringly, however, there is no statistically significant relationship between our ability to match the data and the treatment condition.

One data problem is the presence of spammers, who employ automated listing tools that produce
a large number of repeat listings. For example, one user (or bot) made 735 listings during the experiment, most of which were in the used computer equipment category. Since spammers post their listings regardless of the information displayed about the number of buyers and sellers, we exclude them from the analyses. We defined a spammer as a seller who has submitted over ten listings within the same category during the experimental period, and removed 1,509 listings as a result. Our findings are qualitatively unchanged with alternative thresholds to define spammers.

Table 2 summarizes the data. Altogether, we have 3,314 observations of sellers who started the listing process and were exposed to one of the four conditions. On average, 84% of them went on to make a listing. In particular, average listing rates are 85% in each of the conditions where information is displayed, and 84% in the condition where no information is shown.

Table 2: Summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent Variable</strong></td>
<td>List: Whether a potential seller submits a new listing</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explanatory Variables</strong></td>
<td>SellerInfoOnly: Indicator variable for whether the potential seller is in a condition with seller information only</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BuyerInfoOnly: Indicator variable for whether the potential seller is in a condition with buyer information only</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SellerInfo&amp;BuyerInfo: Indicator variable for whether the potential seller is in a condition with both buyer and seller information</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Sellers</td>
<td>Number of sellers randomly drawn (in thousands)</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Buyers</td>
<td>Number of buyers randomly drawn (in thousands)</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3,314 observations

3 How Information on the User Base Affects Listings

We first assess how information on the number of buyers and sellers affects a potential seller’s probability of listing. To do so, we estimate a Probit model, pooling data from all conditions. Equation (1) summarizes the specification, where $\alpha$, $\gamma$ and $\beta$ are vectors of parameters to be


\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prob}(\text{list}_i = 1) &= \Phi(\alpha_i + \beta_0 X_i + \gamma_i) \\
&+ \beta_1 \text{SellerInfoOnly}_i + \beta_2 \text{BuyerInfoOnly}_i + \beta_3 \text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo}_i \\
&+ \beta_4 (\#\text{Sellers}_i|\text{SellerInfoOnly}) + \beta_5 (\#\text{Buyers}_i|\text{BuyerInfoOnly}) \\
&+ \beta_6 (\#\text{Sellers}_i|\text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo}) + \beta_7 (\#\text{Buyers}_i|\text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo})
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

In the above specification, \(\Phi\) stands for the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. The first term \(\alpha_i\) is the fixed effect for the category that listing \(i\) belongs to. To control for sellers’ different arrival time at the web site, we include a vector of time effects \(X_i\), which consists of fixed effects for the hour of the day, day of the week, and the week. The vector \(\gamma_i\) contains a set of dummy variables that capture whether this is seller \(i\)’s first, second or up to tenth visit to the web site as observed in the data.

We include three dummy variables that measure the level effect of the treatment condition: \(\text{SellerInfoOnly}_i\) is equal to 1 when only the number of sellers is displayed to seller \(i\); \(\text{BuyerInfoOnly}_i\) is equal to 1 when the number of buyers is displayed in isolation; and \(\text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo}_i\) is equal to 1 when both the number of sellers and the number of buyers are displayed. The continuous variables \(\#\text{Sellers}_i\) and \(\#\text{Buyers}_i\) capture the number of sellers and buyers shown to a potential seller, either separately or in combination. The conditional terms \(\#\text{Sellers}_i|\text{SellerInfoOnly}\) and \(\#\text{Buyers}_i|\text{BuyerInfoOnly}\) capture the effect of the number of sellers and buyers when displayed in isolation. Last, \(\#\text{Sellers}_i|\text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo}\) captures the effect of the number of sellers if buyer information is also available; while \(\#\text{Buyers}_i|\text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo}\) measures the effect of the number of buyers when displayed together with seller information.\(^{6}\)

Column (1) of Table 3 shows the estimation results for a null model that includes all explanatory variables except the experimental treatments. This null model provides a benchmark to assess

\(^{6}\)Note that these conditional variables are not interactive terms, and consequently not subject to the Ai and Norton (2003) critique about the interpretation of cross-derivatives in non-linear models. Nevertheless, we estimate a linear model to ensure that the linearized coefficients are similar to the marginal effects reported.
Table 3: Information display formats and seller listing propensities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Null Model</th>
<th>(2) Null Model + Condition Level Effects</th>
<th>(3) Full Model</th>
<th>(4) Ratio Model I</th>
<th>(5) Ratio Model II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SellerInfoOnly</strong> (d)</td>
<td>-0.00758 (0.147)</td>
<td>-0.00518 (0.0332)</td>
<td>-0.00168 (0.0304)</td>
<td>-0.00531 (0.0334)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BuyerInfoOnly</strong> (d)</td>
<td>0.0395 (0.119)</td>
<td>-0.00274 (0.00952)</td>
<td>0.00787 (0.0235)</td>
<td>-0.00292 (0.00933)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SellerInfo&amp;BuyerInfo</strong> (d)</td>
<td>0.0607 (0.195)</td>
<td>-0.0140 (0.0343)</td>
<td>0.0165 (0.0386)</td>
<td>0.0165 (0.0385)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Sellers</td>
<td>SellerInfoOnly</td>
<td>-0.0372 (0.0283)</td>
<td>0.0355 (0.0283)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Buyers</td>
<td>BuyerInfoOnly</td>
<td>0.105 (0.141)</td>
<td>0.105 (0.140)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Sellers</td>
<td>SellerInfo&amp;BuyerInfo</td>
<td>-0.248*** (0.0696)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Buyers</td>
<td>SellerInfo&amp;BuyerInfo</td>
<td>0.524*** (0.139)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller-to-Buyer Ratio</td>
<td>SellerInfo&amp;BuyerInfo</td>
<td>-0.00130** (0.00061)</td>
<td>-0.00100** (0.00061)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Category Fixed Effects** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
**Hour fixed Effects** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
**Day of Week Fixed Effects** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
**Week Fixed Effects** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
**Visit Fixed Effects** Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

| Observations | 3314 | 3314 | 3314 | 3314 | 3314 |
| Log-Likelihood | -1238.12 | -1237.64 | -1233.60 | -1236.46 | -1236.30 |
| Pseudo-R2 | 0.15 | 0.15 | 0.15 | 0.15 | 0.15 |
| AIC | 2478.24 | 2477.29 | 2469.20 | 2474.93 | 2474.61 |
| BIC | 2484.35 | 2483.39 | 2475.31 | 2481.04 | 2480.71 |

Marginal effects; standard errors in parentheses.
Dependent variable: whether a seller submits a listing.
(d) indicates that the marginal effect is calculated as a discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

the explanatory power of the other models being estimated. Column (2) of Table 3 shows the results for another nested specification of Equation (1) which focuses on the level effects of the three treatment conditions. Model fit shows little improvement above column (1), and the three condition dummies are all insignificant. It seems that the mere presentation of different formats of information does not significantly affect the probability of listing. This result echoes the raw data, where the average listing probabilities are 85% in each of the conditions where information is displayed, and 84% in the condition where no information is shown. This similarity in posting propensities across treatment conditions may arise because the treatment has insignificant impact, or because the effects from high and low numbers of users within each condition have balanced each other out. To investigate this issue, we estimate the full specification suggested
by Equation (1).

Column (3) of Table 3 reports the results of the full Probit specification. The AIC and BIC statistics indicate that the full specification fits the data significantly better than both the null model of column (1) and the nested specification in column (2). A comparison of the mean absolute error suggests a 3 percent improvement of fit in column (3) compared to column (1). There are again no significant level effects from the three condition dummies. This result suggests that any website growth following the highlighting of user base information comes from the exact numbers of users claimed, rather than through aggregate effects, like the perceived informativeness or professionalism of a specific display format. The opposite signs for \#Sellers|SellerInfo&BuyerInfo and \#Buyers|SellerInfo&BuyerInfo indicate that the individual-level treatment has counterbalancing effects for contemplating sellers, depending on whether the exact market information each seller receives is favorable or unfavorable. The fact that providing buyer and seller information only increases aggregate listing rates from 84% to 85% further suggests that these effects are likely to be symmetric in magnitude.

The coefficients for \#Sellers|SellerInfoOnly and \#Buyers|BuyersInfoOnly are positive but not significant. That is, when highlighted on its own, the number of either sellers or buyers does not affect listing decisions. However, the coefficient of \#Sellers|SellerInfo&BuyerInfo is negative and significant; when the information about heavy presence of sellers is highlighted in conjunction with buyer information, it discourages future listings. Similarly, \#Buyers|SellerInfo&BuyerInfo is positive and significant, which means that a larger number of buyers attracts listings when seller information is also provided.

The coefficients for \#Sellers|SellerInfoOnly and \#Sellers|SellerInfo&BuyerInfo are significantly different ($\chi^2 = 35.18$, $p < 0.001$). We interpret this result in the following way. A larger number of competing sellers often implies higher competitive pressure. However, in two-sided networks, it could also suggest the presence of lots of buyers through an ‘indirect network externality’,
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whereby network users benefit from heavier traffic on the other side of the market (Nair et al., 2004). Potential sellers, when they are uncertain about the number of buyers on the site, could therefore infer a large number of buyers from a high concentration of sellers (Rochet and Tirole, 2006). That is, when a potential seller does not know how many buyers are in the market, the exact number of existing sellers is less likely to matter, because the potential seller would assume that the market is in the ‘right equilibrium’. This is especially true if a seller who contemplates posting assumes that existing sellers possess private information about the nature of demand at the web site which justifies their listing decisions. On the other hand, when the buyer-side information is provided as well, such inferences become unnecessary, leaving heavy seller presence as a negative sign of stiff competition.

Similarly, indirect network externalities also help explain why potential sellers do not respond more positively to the mere information that there are many buyers: The concentration of buyers can also imply the presence of many competing sellers. This may happen because potential sellers assume buyers have private information about the density of sellers on the site, and consequently rely on buyer participation as a guide to the extent of likely competition. Alternatively, the seller may reason that the large number of buyers itself has already attracted a large number of competing sellers. In both cases, high buyer concentration is less desirable when the seller is uncertain about the number of sellers.\(^7\)

The findings can be interpreted as an ‘imputation under uncertainty’ effect—when only given information on one side of the market, a potential seller imputes a commensurate traffic for the other side. In other words, potential sellers are likely to impute a constant ratio of sellers to buyers in the SellerInfoOnly and BuyerInfoOnly conditions, regardless of the numbers of users displayed. However, when both buyer and seller information is shown, potential sellers

---

\(^7\) Admittedly, a web site user can investigate the number of sellers by counting. However, this practice is costly, as the web site presents listings on multiple pages which hinders counting. Consequently, this user might choose the alternative cognitive route—inferring the number of sellers from the information provided to her. Moreover, even if counting occurs, it dilutes the treatment effects, making the experiment a conservative test.
are more likely to respond to the ratio computed therein. As a robustness check, we estimate a ‘ratio model’ where we replace the number of sellers and/or buyers with the seller-to-buyer ratio. Column (4) of Table 3 reports the results. In the seller-only and buyer-only conditions, the imputed constant ratio cannot be separately estimated from the condition dummy. However, when both buyer and seller information is shown, a large computed seller-to-buyer ratio deters listings, as expected. We also estimate an alternative specification in column (5) where we include \( \#\text{sellers}|\text{SellerInfoOnly} \) and \( \#\text{buyers}|\text{BuyersInfoOnly} \). Both coefficients are insignificant, while \( \text{Seller-to-Buyer Ratio}|\text{SellerInfo&BuyerInfo} \) remains negative, consistent with the imputation story.

As another robustness check, we conduct variance inflation factor (VIF) tests within a linear probability framework. All the VIF scores are well below the cut-off point of 10 proposed by Hair et al. (2009) (the average value is 2.67, the highest is 6.62), suggesting that multicollinearity is not a significant issue for our specification. We also perform the tests recommended by Belsley et al. (1980) and obtain a condition number of 5.55, which is well below 30, the threshold beyond which multicollinearity may be a problem.

The results of Table 3 suggest that the format in which user base information is highlighted does affect seller participation differently, even in settings such as our experiment where participation costs are low or non-pecuniary. However, it is not clear how large the differences are between the different formats at the aggregate level. We investigate this issue in the next section.

4 Projecting the Aggregate Effects of Different Display Formats

In this section, we quantify the aggregate effects of using different display formats in terms of saved customer acquisition costs. We perform this analysis for the different product categories in the data. These projections aim to translate parameter estimates into metrics that are easily comparable both across product categories and with other marketing techniques. They also allow
us to further investigate at the category level the apparent similarity of aggregate listing rates across conditions. Indeed, we find that different display formats achieve distinct effects across categories.

For each display format and each category $j$, we project the total cost savings in acquiring new sellers ($TotalCostSavings_j$) relative to a baseline case of presenting no information. We use Equation (2) to calculate the cost savings.

$$TotalCostSavings_j = \text{AcqCostPerNewSeller}_j \times (E(#\text{NewSellers}_j|\text{DisplayFormat}) - E(#\text{NewSellers}_j|\text{NoInfo}))$$

where

$$E(#\text{NewSellers}_j|\text{DisplayFormat}) = #\text{PotentialNewSellers}_j \times \hat{\text{prob}}(\text{list}_j = 1|\text{DisplayFormat})$$

We begin by estimating Equation (1) for each category. Using the parameter estimates, we then compute the fitted probability of listing in category $j$ and for each display format ($\hat{\text{prob}}(\text{list}_j = 1|\text{DisplayFormat})$). In doing so, we rely on the actual traffic of the web site to yield realistic projections: In place of $#\text{Sellers}$ and $#\text{Buyers}$ randomly drawn for the experiment, we use the average actual number of sellers and buyers over the two weeks prior to the experiment to approximate the word ‘presently’. Although compared with other two-week windows the numbers we use are representative, this specification does represent a substantial simplification to maintain tractability of the projections. For example, our estimates do not reflect the possibility that the policies we study may themselves change the user base over time. In broader contexts, if web site traffic is not stationary, we will need a more precise characterization of the traffic dynamics such as an arrival time model.

---

8Using other time periods, such as a week or a month, does not affect the relative effectiveness of each of the strategies, although it does affect the absolute numbers.
We need a way to map the listing probabilities into cost savings. We first project how many new sellers each of these display formats would secure for the firm \(E(#\text{NewSellers}_j|\text{DisplayFormat})\) over a 12-month period if the format were applied to each category across the entire web site (not just the regional market chosen for the experiment, which accounts for 16% of the total traffic). We obtain this number by multiplying the fitted listing probability for a category and management’s forecast of the total number of potential new sellers in this category over a 12-month period \(#\text{PotentialNewSellers}_j\). We then convert the benefit into dollar terms by using estimated costs of acquiring each new seller for the category \(\text{AcqCostPerNewSeller}_j\). As a proxy for seller acquisition costs, we use the cost of search advertising for a category in the country where the web site is based. These costs range from less than $1 per seller in the ‘Fabric-Attire’ category to around $4 in the real estate categories.\(^9\)

The projections are based on a bootstrapping methodology, whereby we conduct 1,000 replications of a randomized draw from the data with replacement to obtain standard errors for the cost saving estimates. These projections make three assumptions: First, that our estimates for the metropolitan area where the field experiment was conducted also apply to other regional markets the site serves; second, that observed behaviors are not mainly driven by seasonality; and third, that there are no changes to the average size of a category over these 12 months. As a result, we start with a baseline of approximately 160,000 new sellers per year across all categories when no user base information is displayed.

Table 4 presents the projected seller acquisition cost savings by display format and by category. There are two observations to note. First, the most informative display format, which discloses the number of both sellers and buyers, is not always the most effective one in attracting new sellers. In fact, displaying either seller-side or buyer-side information in isolation is more effective for the focal web site. The firm would have saved $27,992 in total if it had displayed seller

\[^9\text{We obtain these statistics by using the ‘comScore Marketer’ database to establish search engine query patterns for the web site conducting the field experiment, and by quoting data on ad costs from the Google Traffic Estimator for these search queries.}\]
Table 4: Seller acquisition cost savings from each information display format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Seller Information Only</th>
<th>Buyer Information Only</th>
<th>Seller and Buyer Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean [95% Conf. Interval]</td>
<td>Mean [95% Conf. Interval]</td>
<td>Mean [95% Conf. Interval]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital</td>
<td>2,132 [6,477, -2,213]</td>
<td>2,644 * [3,635, 1,652]</td>
<td>-1,944 [4,162, -8,051]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>792 [1,720, -137]</td>
<td>368 [876, -140]</td>
<td>-4,077 * [-3,460, -4,694]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>12,624 * [12,834, 12,415]</td>
<td>5,100 * [5,323, 4,878]</td>
<td>1,024 * [2,008, 39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Sales</td>
<td>9,395 * [12,439, 6,350]</td>
<td>4,709 * [5,326, 4,992]</td>
<td>-3,756 [-16, -7,528]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>1,928 * [2,039, 1,817]</td>
<td>407 * [521, 293]</td>
<td>613 * [1,072, 154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Supplies</td>
<td>6,100 * [12,186, 15]</td>
<td>5,326 * [6,064, 4,588]</td>
<td>-8,571 [189, -17,332]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-147 [561, -854]</td>
<td>419 * [517, 320]</td>
<td>-2,440 * [-1,657, -3,223]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Office Space</td>
<td>3,492 * [6,408, 576]</td>
<td>5,937 * [6,246, 5,628]</td>
<td>-1,438 [1,534, -4,409]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tickets</td>
<td>-1,555 * [-284, -2,827]</td>
<td>10 [116, -96]</td>
<td>-6,198 * [-5,993, -6,402]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>-9,948 * [-7,561, -12,335]</td>
<td>-3,879 * [-2,965, -4,792]</td>
<td>-13,508 * [-11,667, -15,348]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All numbers are reported in USD. * indicates that the estimate is significantly different from 0 at the $p = 0.05$ level. The ‘Fabric-Attire’ category is excluded because there are too few observations.

Information in isolation. This display format would have made a significantly positive impact in eight categories, but a negative impact in three categories. Alternatively, the firm would have saved $32,245 had it displayed only buyer information. This format would have made a positive impact (although on average smaller than the seller-only format) in nine categories, and a negative impact in one category. On the other hand, the firm would have lost $85,096 by displaying both seller and buyer information, with positive effects in two categories but negative impact in five. These results suggest that two-sided platforms can actually fare better by allowing potential customers to draw inferences about the user base than by providing full transparency.

A second observation is that the efficacy of each display format also varies across categories. For example, in eight categories (such as ‘Furniture’ and ‘Home Sales’) displaying only seller information significantly outperforms providing both seller and buyer information. One possible explanation is that different categories represent different price levels and degrees of differentiation. If products in a category are highly priced and widely differentiated (which is likely to be true for furniture and home sales), buyers may want to browse many listings, thus strengthening...
indirect network externalities (Ellison and Ellison, 2005). In these categories, the presence of many sellers could signal a high concentration of buyers, while a heavy traffic of buyers could imply the existence of many sellers. To explore this possibility empirically, we obtain the average time buyers spend browsing listings within a category prior to the experiment. Consistent with our conjecture, we find that the correlation between the number of new sellers acquired and category browsing time is 0.614 ($p = 0.007$) for the seller-only display format, which reduces to 0.316 ($p = 0.201$) for the buyer-only format. In addition, when both seller and buyer information is displayed, which weakens the need for inferences, the correlation between the number of new sellers and category browsing time is 0.444 ($p = 0.065$).

These results suggest that firms should be strategic about selecting their information display format. As documented by Table 1, two-sided network firms have chosen markedly different information display styles, even when they serve the same product category. Unfortunately, however, these choices have often been made without considering the strategic consequences. Our findings suggest that providing more information does not always translate into attracting more customers, and that the efficacy of the display formats varies by category. The choice of the optimal display format therefore should take into account potential customers’ knowledge about the network’s existing users, and category characteristics such as prices, differentiation, and buyers’ need for comparison shopping.

Note that the long-run profitability of each information display format may be modified by user learning. The extent to which savings can persist is unclear if potential sellers believe that the display strategies are endogenous and adjust their expectations accordingly. In this sense, what we observe in this study is user-side reactions to exogenous/experimental shifts in display strategies. However, during the two months of the experiment, despite potential suspicion of the endogenous nature of the format choices, users did react differently to information presented in different ways. This means that the information display format choice does affect user participation in tangible ways, at least in the short run.
5 Conclusion

This paper examines how advertising the size of the user base affects further participation in two-sided networks. We investigate this question using field experiment data from a web site that brings together buyers and sellers of various categories of goods and real estate properties. We find that when information about both buyers and sellers is displayed, the existence of many sellers deters further seller listings. However, this deterrence effect disappears when only the number of sellers is presented. Similarly, a large number of buyers is more likely to attract new listings when it is displayed together with the number of sellers. These results may be explained by indirect network externalities: A seller is attracted to posting on a web site where there are many peer sellers because their presence helps to attract more buyers to the market; meanwhile, a high number of buyers is not always good news because it may signal the existence of many competing sellers.

We estimate the dollar values of the information display formats in terms of saved customer acquisition costs across different categories. We find that the most informative format, which presents information from both sides of the market, is not necessarily the most profitable one. In fact, for the focal web site, displaying either seller or buyer information in isolation is more effective than displaying both concurrently. In addition, the efficacy of the display formats varies across product categories. The number of new sellers acquired is positively and significantly correlated with buyer browsing time within a category when only seller-side information is displayed. These results suggest that two-sided networks’ optimal way of advertising the user base should take into account potential customers’ knowledge about the network and buyers’ need for comparison shopping.

The findings also shed light on some documented ambiguities surrounding the effect of competition on entry. Existing research has emphasized the entry deterrence role of competition.
However, this received wisdom has also been questioned by robust findings of ‘competition neglect’ (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999; Toivanen and Waterson, 2005; Simonsohn, 2008), and ‘competition contagion’ (Narasimhan and Zhang, 2000; Debruyne and Reibstein, 2005), where firms are indifferent to markets that are heavily congested or even more likely to enter these markets. While many studies rely on bounded rationality, such as a limited capacity for iterative thinking (Camerer et al., 2004), to explain excess entry and the high incidence of post-entry failure, our findings suggest an alternative explanation of non-negative entry correlations within a rational framework. If firms are uncertain about demand, they may react positively to entry of other firms, viewing their entry as a favorable sign of demand. In this sense, our approach echoes Wernerfelt (1995), who reinterprets the seemingly ‘irrational’ compromise effect as consumers’ rational inference of product fit from what is available in the market. Our findings suggest that competition neglect can be a rational outcome where entrants infer market potential from existing competition.

There are several ways to extend this research. In the market setting we study, entry costs are not pecuniary. It would be interesting to match optimal information disclosure policies to the price of participating in a network. We also only study participation decisions on one side of a two-sided network. Future research could investigate how a firm’s information disclosure strategy affects the combined positive feedback mechanism for both the buyer side and the seller side. Meanwhile, the signalling role of firms’ choice of information display formats can be an important topic and deserves full analytical exploration. It would also be useful to further explore the ‘imputation under uncertainty’ effect. One way to do so is to directly ask experiment subjects their imputed values after provision of partial information. Finally, it would be also interesting to investigate other strategic variables such as post-entry prices, as discussed by Chen et al. (2002), which are unavailable to us in this current study.
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